This article proposes a hybrid dynamic belief propagation for simultaneous localization and mapping in the mobile robot network. The positions of landmarks and the poses of moving robots at each time slot are estimated simultaneously in an online and distributed manner, by fusing the odometry data of each robot and the measurements of robot-robot or robot-landmark relative distance and angle. The joint belief state of all robots and landmarks is encoded by a factor graph and the marginal posterior probability distribution of each variable is inferred by belief propagation. We show how to calculate, broadcast, and update messages between neighboring nodes in the factor graph. Specifically, we combine parametric and nonparametric techniques to tackle the problem arisen from non-Gaussian distributions and nonlinear models. Simulation and experimental results on publicly available dataset show the validity of our algorithm.
Introduction
There has been a significant interest in the mobile robot network composed of mobile robots that cooperate with each other due to its broad range of applications, such as target tracking, 1 advanced manufacturing, 2 disaster rescue, 3 and environment monitoring. 4 And one of the most critical steps about this technology is the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) in an unknown environment. A solution to SLAM problem is beneficial to some special applications where precise environment information is not offered, for example, planetary exploration 5 and aerial vehicles. 6 We assume that some static landmarks are distributed randomly in a region, whose positions are unknown to us, and some mobile robots are freely moving around the area and having abilities of observation, storage, communication, and calculation. As robot nodes move, some relative measurements between a robot node and another robot or landmark are obtained. Our algorithm will make the most of these data to estimate the positions of landmarks and robots, poses of robots at all times. In the end, we utilize publicly available real dataset 7 to verify our method, whose founders also make some experiments [8] [9] [10] about decentralized solutions to SLAM in sparsely communicating robot networks and achieve good results based on this dataset which is thought suitable for our condition.
nonetheless, PF has its drawbacks owing to its complexity as well as higher computational cost. Carlone et al. 21 extended Rao-Blackwellized PF application range from single-robot SLAM to multi-robot SLAM, and fused prioceptive and exteroceptive information from every robot to jointly estimate posterior of robots, but this needed completing a more complex reference frame transformation in the process of information fusion. Additionally, one significant challenge faced by these filtering techniques is minimizing the communication load between robots to avoid redundant data transmit and information double-counting.
The applications of factor graph model in such problems are also worth learning from. On one hand, a factor graph represents the multi-agent system mathematically and defines a nonlinear optimization problem that minimizes the error between the generative measurement and the actual measurement in the graphbased SLAM, whose factors plot measurement information, such as an observation of a landmark, odometry between poses, or prior information on a pose. For a typical graph-based SLAM system, the part of frontend complete the construction of the graph or data association, and a back-end puts emphasis on optimization by unknown graphs rather than direct processing of observation data. Cunningham et al. 22, 23 developed decentralized data fusion-smoothing and mapping (DDF-SAM) focusing on the back-end, an extended SAM approach to implement DDF in the multi-robot distributed SLAM system, which consisted of single-robot local optimization module, communication module, and neighborhood graph optimizer module; with regard to specific techniques, it introduced constrained factor graphs used to represent the transforms between local and neighborhood frames of reference and Gaussian elimination, in which robots exchanged Gaussian marginals through separators; however, the marginals among robots were so crowded that communication cost was quadratic in the number of separators (i.e. variables observed by multiple robots), and Gaussian elimination was performed by a linearized version, which required to ensure consistent linearization across robots. In Casafranca et al., 24 a solution based on minimizing the L 1 norm cost function was proposed as a back-end to the pose graph sub-problem, which had the primal-dual optimization formulation used to address nonlinear and nondifferentiable L 1 function. The effort of Gulati et al. 25 was mainly adding a kind of factors ''topology,'' that is, inter-vehicle distance, as constraints to the building of factor graph, for the sake of some challenges of bandwidth, data association uncertainties, coordinate transformation, and scalability in solutions to vehicle infrastructure cooperative localization. On the other hand, the factor graph model can be exploited to perform Bayesian inference algorithms recursively calculating the marginal distribution of each variable. Caceres et al. 26 proposed H-SPAWN, a fully distributed cooperative positioning algorithm based on the sum-product algorithm over a factor graph, where a parametric message representation was introduced to reduce communication overhead; howbeit, since global navigation satellite system (GNSS) information can be acquired by terrestrial agents in this network, the nature of this problem is only mobile agents cooperative self-localization at each time slot, which is simpler than ours. In Wu et al., 27 distributed Bayesian cooperative localization was solved via Gaussian message passing on factor graph, but nonlinearity between the positions and range measurements made the optimization problem complex and multivariate; therefore, the linearization on the Euclidean norm in the range measurement is employed, which ensured that closed-form expression can be obtained to represent the messages on factor. To further improve the closed-form Gaussian representation solutions to nonlinear observation model, the Taylor expansion was used to approximate the nonlinear terms in message updating, while a broadcast message scheme approximating the exact message passing was utilized to reduce the traffic burden in Li et al. 28 But what cannot be ignored was that above studies 27, 28 did not give an even generalized motion model, namely, the former offered a simple linear state-space model and the later did not mention it; and what was more, they required anchors whether or not accurate although the placement of anchor nodes was normally seen, for example Wymeersch et al. 29 SPAWN, a cooperative localization method based on the sum-product algorithm and factor graph, was proposed in Wymeersch et al. 29 and applied to ultra-wide bandwidth wireless networks; however, it distinguished between agents with priori unknown states and anchors with known states at all times, both of which may be mobile, and became extremely difficult in directly computing messages. On the whole, some message passing algorithms over factor graphs can be responsive to distributed cooperative localization problems; going a step further, we could consider to design an inference algorithm based on factor graph model to cope with the SLAM problem, which is a relatively less practice to the best of our knowledge.
In this article, we propose a distributed method based on belief propagation (BP) 30 over a factor graph model for mobile multi-robot cooperative localization and mapping (MR.CLAM). The main contributions of our work are described as follows:
1. We translate the SLAM problem of mobile robot networks into the recursive calculation of the marginal posterior distribution of each random variable corresponding to every robot or landmark, which is based on all observations rooted in physical motion and observation models. 2. We encode the joint belief state of all objects (i.e. robots and landmarks) in the whole mobile robot network into a factor graph. 3. We propose a distributed inference algorithm, named hybrid dynamic BP, based on the sumproduct algorithm over the previously constructed factor graph, which guarantees local message exchange between neighboring nodes, while do not need anchors and a central processing node in the entire system. 4. We employ a hybrid parametric and nonparametric information fusion technique to flexibly deal with nonlinear models and non-Gaussian distributions extensively arising in practice. We use Gaussian distribution to approximate the belief state, and meanwhile adopt particle sampling to resolve complicated message distributions. 5. We define a message passing matrix to directly represent message passing rules for updating belief state during iteration. The elements of this matrix indicating relative observations between neighboring nodes are updated in each iteration. 6. We verify the effectiveness of our method by simulation and experimental results on real dataset.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows: we formulate the problem in section ''Problem formulation,'' present our hybrid dynamic BP in section ''Inference algorithm,'' and show the simulation and experimental results in section ''Results.'' Finally, conclusion and the future plan are given in section ''Conclusion.''
Problem formulation
In this section, we formulate the SLAM problem of mobile robot networks in a probabilistic framework. We can concretely consider that a fleet of mobile robots, each of which is equipped with an odometer and a monocular camera, move in a region with some static landmarks whose positions are unknown. Figure 1 shows the real environment built by the founders of publicly available dataset; 7 from the overall perspective, Figure 1 (a) displays the detection scene, where robots (with pedestals) and landmarks are appearing.
The odometer sensor outputs a robot's odometry information u, consisting of the robot's forward velocity and angular velocity, where the covariance S odo of process noise distribution is
In a multi-robot system, let I and K represent the sets of unique identification indices of all robots and landmarks, respectively. At time t, the state of the ith robot, X t i = ½x t i , y t i , u t i T , contains its two-dimensional (2D) position in the global coordinate system and orientation determined by counterclockwise rotation from the x-axis of the global coordinate system to the robot body frame's, and the state of the kth static landmark is its global position L t k = ½x t k , y t k T . According to the above settings and simplified moving mechanism of the wheeled equipment detailed in Figure 1 (b), rather than considering their own complex structures, system characteristics, and force conditions of components, we treat every robot as a particle, and give general motion models for robots and landmarks
where f (Á) is the state transition function (with the zeromean Gaussian process noise e odo = ½e x , e y , e u T ) and defined as 
where Dt is sampling interval and generally a very small value, so we can utilize equation (3) to make the state of each robot evolve. The camera serving as the main sensor captures undistorted images processed and used to offer relative range and bearing measurements (when another robot or landmark is in a robot's field of view) at every time, as shown in Figure 1 (c) from some robot's perspective. A unique identification number of every robot or landmark is encoded as a barcode. During measurement data production, the camera on each robot is conveniently placed to align with the robot body frame to obtain the parameters necessary to undistorted images on which a process that primarily relies on edge detection is used for detecting barcodes. Figure 1 (c) shows the typical output of the barcode detection process. Range measurements are obtainable since the vertical focal length and the barcode height are known; bearing measurements correspond to the horizontal position of a barcode in an image; for a detailed treatment, the reader is referred to Leung et al. 7 And the conception of a robot's field of view is illustrated in Figure 2 (a), in generally, every robot has the measurement range limit and detection angle restraint, d obs and u obs p. Robots within field of view of each other are able to measure the relative position of the other side, but when there is one-way observation, only observer can make measurements to the other one. For example, in Figure 2 (a), X 5 is within field of view of X 4 and vice versa, so they can make measurements toward each other, and we use the solid line to represent this kind of pairwise observation in Figure 2 (b); besides, X 5 is also within field of view of X 3 but the inverse is not, so only X 5 produces measurements regarding X 3 , and we use the dashed line to represent such one-way relationship in Figure 2 (b). Note, however, that information exchanging and message passing in the subsequent inference process are bidirectional for both sides involving observation events whether they are under pairwise or one-way measurement.
We use N t i to denote the set of the ith robot's neighbors at time t, containing all robots and landmarks within its field of view. The observation model outlined is as follows
where for timestep t, N in represents some neighbor n (a robot or landmark) of robot i, and the observation made by robot i between it and neighbor n consists of the relative range and angle Z in = ½d in , u in T ; q(Á) is the measurement function and externalized as
here, e obs = ½e d , e u T is additive zero-mean Gaussian measurement noise, whose covariance is
wherein d in means Euclidean distance between geometric centers of robot i and its neighbor's, and u in indicates the relative angle determined by counterclockwise rotation from the x-axis of the robot i body frame to the line of two involved objects' centers. More intuitive understanding with relative measurements is got by Figure 3 , where the red dotted arrow stands for the xaxis of the robot body frame. From timestep 1 to t, we use random variable L 1:t = fL 1:t k g (8k 2 K) to denote the set of all landmark static positions, and use random variable X 1:t = fX 1:t i g (8i 2 I) to denote the set of all robot states. Similarly, let U 1:t and Z 1:t represent the sets of all available odometry information and camera measurements made by all robots, respectively. The joint belief state of all robots and landmarks conditioned on all observation is
To solve the SLAM problem, we need to recursively calculate the marginal posterior distribution of each random variable.
Before giving the solution, it is necessary to list several primary hypotheses in the context of this article, each of which is also declared in the corresponding formula derivation:
Every object in the network is treated as a particle; Robot motion model possesses Markov property; Additive process noise and measurement noise mentioned above follow zero-mean Gaussian distribution; Objects are independent of each other; The belief state of every object at each timestep can be approximated as Gaussian distribution.
Inference algorithm
In this section, we present our hybrid dynamic BP algorithm for calculating the marginal distributions. First in section ''Graphical model,'' we factorize the joint posterior distribution and represent it by a factor graph. Then, we specify eight types of messages in section ''Message calculation.'' Specially, we utilize both parametric and nonparametric representations to deal with complex probability distributions. We show the belief calculation in section ''Belief calculation'' and supplement some message passing particulars in section ''Message passing schedule.''
Graphical model
On the premise of the Markov property of motion model, the joint posterior probability (6) can be expanded as
where b(X 0 , L 0 ) represents initial states of all robots and landmark. For timestep t, according to Bayesian theory and the independence between robot movements, we
where we split the part about observations p(Z t jX t , L t ) into robot-landmark measurements p(Z t ik jX t i , L t k ) and robot-robot measurements p(Z t ij jX t i , X t j ), and similarly split the part about temporal state evolution
) and landmark's p(L t k jL tÀ1 k ). Hence, we define the following three kinds of factors: 
Prediction factor
represent mobility.
Factor for robot-landmark observation
represents robot-landmark measurement likelihood given by the states of robot variable node X i and landmark variable node L k .
Factor for robot-robot observation
represents the peer-to-peer pairwise measurement likelihood given by the states of robot variable node X i and X j . Whereas there is also the one-way relationship, namely
or
And thus equation (8) can be represented by factors, and the belief state b(X t , L t ) is encoded by a factor graph shown in Figure 4 , where a circle denotes a variable node for each mobile robot X i , a triangle denotes a variable node for each landmark L k , and a square denotes a factor node for each local function. On the basis of connection and message flows among nodes, some elementary observation information and statistical dependencies can be obtained from this graph, for example, robot X 4 notices landmark L 2 and L 3 , and maybe see peer X 2 and X 3 at time t. So far, we have translated the SLAM of mobile robot network into the inference problem on the graphical model.
Message calculation
We will use BP algorithm performed on above factor graph for distributed inference. Actually, BP is an iterative algorithm, and conducted by passing local messages between factor node and variable node to give the exact marginal probabilities for all the nodes in the graph, where the message is a function of the random variables. In this subsection, we will discuss how to compute the involved messages, which are listed in Table 1 .
For each type of message, we first give the calculation formulas according to the simple update rule of sum-product algorithm. 31 Due to integrals and multiplications of higher-dimensional space existing in these formulas, we adopt parametric or hybrid strategies to simplify direct calculation. By this means, messages could be approximated by some widely known distributed families, which can be depicted as parameters.
Here, we assume that the belief state is approximate to Gaussian distribution at every time:
For inter-slice prediction, each variable node representing the robot sends a time-forward message to its corresponding node in the next time
We use m X tÀ1 i and S X tÀ1 i to denote the mean and cov-
further, m f X i !X i (X t i ) can be represented as
and parameters m X tjtÀ1 i and S X t tÀ1 j i of the distribution can be derived from robot motion models (1) and (3), respectively
where transition matrix F = Similar to (1) , this type of time-forward message about landmarks can be calculated by the motion model (2)
That is,
m X i !g ik (X t i ) provides a pdf of X t i , based on the available information collected from its all neighbors except L k , and we approximate this message as Gaussian distribution with current mean
with estimated mean and covariancê
where transition matrix H = 1 0 0 0 1 0 ! and
4.
Message from robot-landmark factor to robot variable m g ik !X i (X t i ) 
The same principle can be easily adapted to assume that the current pdf of L t k describes a Gaussian distribution, that is,
; the resulting message is therefore expressed as
Unlike landmark, the estimation of robot node's state still includes orientation angle other than position. As we can see in equation (26), based on the position of L t k and corresponding robot-landmark measurements Z t ik , the distribution over X t i is decomposed into two marginal distributions of its position and orientation apart in the second step, wherein the determination of orientation u t i requires the robot's position information as one of preconditions; finally, inspired by Caceres et al., 26 this type of message can be represented in a parametric form as the third step.
The distribution over robot's position in 2D space is regarded as the circular distribution C(x t i , y t i ; m C , r C , S C ), where the center of this circle is the position of observed landmark m C = m L t k , radius is relative range value r C = d t ik , variance reflects the width of this ring S C = S L t k + s 2 d E (E is the identity matrix). The pdf of this distribution is presented analytically
where p X t i = ½x t i , y t i T ,p = p X t i À m C and the symbol ||Á|| denotes the Euclidean norm. Readers can refer to Caceres et al. 26 for more details on this kind of distribution family.
The pdf of robot's orientation obeys Gaussian distribution N (u t i ;m u t i ,ŝ 2 u t i ) after its position is estimated, withm
5. Message from robot-robot factor to robot vari-
In accordance with different observation cases and factor expressions (12)- (14) , this message is discussed under three conditions. The first is pairwise mutual observation corresponding to equation (12) and can be written as
At this point, based on measurements of two sides
The second one corresponding to equation (13) is one-way relationship that X i can see peer X j but the inverse is not; the third case corresponding to equation (14) is the contrary of the second. The solution to these two is similar to message (4) written by the joint of circular distribution regarding position and Gaussian distribution regarding orientation angle, so they would not be covered here.
Message from landmark variable to robotlandmark factor
7. Messages from robot variable to robotlandmark factor m X i ! g ik (X t i )
8. Messages from robot variable to robot-robot factor m X i ! h ij (X t i )
The last three types of messages are determined by the product of incoming parametric messages whose types belong to messages (1)- (5) . However, it is not analytically tractable to calculate these complex outgoing messages owing to mixed distribution forms and changeful quantity of incoming messages. Hence, we attempt to use concise Gaussian distributions to approximate the resulting nonparametric messages, which converts this problem to seeking optimal parameters characterize these output distributions. Enlightened from PF, 32 we put forward a hybrid information fusion algorithm for such a purpose. In a nutshell, this algorithm employs the sampling method: samples are taken from Gaussian distribution of prediction message which offers preliminary state estimation of variable node in terms of physical model, and then, put into analytical distributions corresponding to remaining incoming messages to produce probability density values, whose product could determine an attached weight; using weighted samples, outgoing distribution is more accurately estimated. Next, message (8) will be set as an example to illustrate the above procedures summarized in Algorithm 1, and messages (6) and (7) can be deduced from this.
Belief calculation
Belief b(X i ) (or b(L k )), as a estimated marginal probability, is computed by the product of all incoming messages to variable node X i (or L k ), whose update relies on message passing between variable and factor nodes in BP algorithm. At every timestep, updating belief state of each variable node needs iterative calculation process, which is often initialized using distributions of prediction message, that is
In the rth iteration, the calculation of the messages from factor nodes to variable nodes is the first step
what follows is the calculation of variable-to-factor messages, which can be broadcast in the beginning of next iteration
After reaching the required number R of iterations, the belief of a mobile robot variable node at current timestep t can be calculated by converging all messages from neighboring factors f , g, and h
similarly, the belief of a landmark variable node is
Concerning some isolated variable nodes whose neighboring factors only include prediction factors, their beliefs are directly obtained using prediction messages.
To sum up, we present the hybrid dynamic BP algorithm for SLAM, as designed in Algorithm 2. And we should notice that every variable node undertakes local information processing and computational burden, so this algorithm is fully distributed and available to largescale robot fleets, even portable to other mobile sensor networks.
Message passing schedule
In this subsection, we will expound the process and additional items of message passing although its rough framework has been exhibited in the previous subsection. In Algorithm 2, there are two temporal work patterns: for the timestep pattern, new measurements can be utilized; for the iteration pattern, measurements used to update messages remain constant. To perform the whole evolution clearly, we define a message passing matrix M pass to describe the situation of synchronous message broadcasting during each iteration.
M pass is a (I + K)-by-(I + K) matrix, whose contents are updated with every iteration. Its basic format is shaped like Table 2 , which represents the situation about initial messages of iteration process corresponding to the SLAM scenario in Figure 5 ; some explanations for M pass are made as below:
I mobile robots are denoted by the first I label indexes, after the K labels denote K landmarks, for instance, labels 1-5 are robots and 6-15 are landmarks in Table 2 . Elements A denote messages from variables to factor nodes, that is, message types (6)- (8) , which are sent from objects appearing in the row Table 2 . Message passing matrix M 0 pass corresponding to initial iteration situation of Figure 5 . labels to column labels involved in related factors of messages at the beginning of next iteration, and located in blocks lower left K-by-I, upper right I-by-K, and upper left I-by-I, respectively. Only when the observation relationship exists between two objects at this timestep might elements linking with bound labels of those two have values A after every iteration; in other words, elements 3 show that linked two objects are impossible to create observations at any time, and elements null show that linked two objects have no observations at this time, or unsatisfied conditions for message broadcasting despite real observations. Only robots and landmarks whose position estimation variances satisfy the following condition can send messages to neighbor factors; since relatively inaccurate landmarks could result in the divergence of positioning errors accumulating over time throughout the entire network, a variance threshold j is imposed to judge whether some observed landmark can broadcast messages, then in virtue of observation noise variance s 2 d , when current covariance S L t k of the landmark meets
this landmark satisfies the condition for message broadcasting, that is, there are values in corresponding elements.
In order to further enhance the algorithm performance, some rules are also permitted to comply, for example, only when message number received by some column reaches a minimum does the object corresponding to this column label qualify for broadcasting messages at next iteration.
At the end of this subsection, using M pass and assuming iteration number R = 2 at this timestep, we complete message passing procedures for the scenario example in Figure 5 . At time t, all object variables participating in observation events should have broadcast messages to neighbor factors in the initial situation M 0 pass calculated by (36)-(38) of all iteration loops, but we could see that no values exist in the 12-14th lines of Table 2 , that is, current position estimations of landmarks 12, 13, and 14 are so inaccurate that these landmarks dissatisfy the aforementioned condition for message broadcasting at the beginning of next iteration.
Using messages in M 0 pass and executing statements 5-6 for the first iteration in Algorithm 2, we can obtain M 1 pass showed in Table 3 . For landmark 7 receiving a message from robot 2 in M 0 pass , we use equations (36) and (39) to get m 1 L 7 !g 27 , and find that the variance of current estimation brought by m 1 L 7 !g 27 exceeds the limit (47), so this message cannot be broadcast by landmark 7 at the beginning of next iteration, that is, m 1 L 7 !g 27 cannot be written as A 1 27 existing in M 1 pass ,; similar situations happen to landmarks 8, 11, and 12. Differently, landmarks 9, 13, and 14 fit the bill, so they with robots will broadcast messages at next iteration.
Procedures same as the last iteration are implemented and then we can obtain M 2 pass in Table 4 . So far, we have finished all iterative loops; then based on messages in M 2 pass , the belief states at this time t can be calculated using equations (45) and (46).
Results
This section elaborates the simulation and comparison experiment conducted with MATLAB to verify the performance of our algorithm. In the above two kinds of experiments, we adopt the mean position estimate error (between estimated value and ground truth), that is, root mean square error (RMSE), as evaluation criterion in unison, which is defined as
Simulation results
In this part, we will implement our method using simulation data to simply testify its feasibility and effectiveness. The simulation scene, shown in Figure 6 , and corresponding parameter configuration are described as follows:
In total, 15 landmarks are deployed randomly and manually on the 2D space with an area 10 m 3 10 m, and real trajectories of three mobile robots are planned by MATLAB built-in functions, ginput and spline.
Required ground truth data are fetched by path sampling every 0.1 s, that is, per timestep = 0.1 s, then odometry data are obtained by dint of a series of discrete sampled waypoints, and measurements are made using equation (5) With the above settings and known initial states of robots, simulation results during the duration of the first 180 s are depicted in Figure 7 . In the earlier period, there is rather larger position error for landmarks because of scanty measurements produced by robots; with the progression of time, more and more landmarks are gradually observed by mobile robots, meanwhile, participate in message passing to constantly correct and update own belief states; after 130 s or so, all landmarks should be observed and their position error converges to the minimum, that is, they are localized relatively exactly at this point. For mobile robots, their position estimation has kept high accuracy in the whole duration. These results directly reflect the validity of our distributed algorithm; in terms of hybrid information fusion, parameterization ensures computation speed, while nonparameterization technique can indeed approximate arbitrary probability distributions.
Experimental results
Furthermore, the performance of our algorithm is compared on publicly available dataset 7 with its founders' Table 3 . Message passing matrix M 1 pass corresponding to the first iteration of Figure 5 .
decentralized EKF-SLAM method for dynamic and sparse robot networks in Leung et al., 10 where each robot obtains the exact centralized-equivalent estimates for all robot poses and the positions for all known landmarks in a decentralized manner. In the decentralized EKF-SLAM, every robot possesses a knowledge set comprising all odometry and measurement data, as well as the previous state estimates known to itself at every time; when communication occurs between robots i and j, they will make their knowledge sets available to each other, that is, the knowledge set of both robots will become identical; based on above knowledge sets, any recursive approximation of the Bayes filter, such as EKF, here, will be used to produce the current state estimates. The public MR.CLAM dataset, 7 provided by the University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS), is generated using five mobile robots in an indoor 15 m 3 8 m space with 15 static landmarks, each of which has a unique identification number encoded as a barcode. This dataset consists of nine sub-datasets, whose real environment has been shortly shown in Figure 1 , and sensing device has been introduced in section ''Problem formulation.'' Keeping in step with the Leung et al., 10 we thus choose sub-dataset 1 for comparison due to its sparsest connecting and Table 4 . Message passing matrix M 2 pass corresponding to the second iteration of Figure 5 .
communicating network of all the datasets, which is produced through a 25-min hardware experiment, wherein some useful features are the following:
Individual landmarks are scattered randomly throughout the workspace, and robots are also initially placed randomly in the workspace. Each robot logs its own odometry data while driving to randomly generated waypoints in the workspace and avoiding other objects.
Ground truth data of all robot poses (x, y, u) and all landmark position (x, y) for all times are offered with positional accuracy of the order of 1 3 10 23 m, which are rarely available for SLAM experiments. The maximum forward velocity of a robot is 0.16 m/s, the maximum angular velocity is 0.35 rad/s, and each camera has a field of view of approximately 60°. A measurement range limit can be imposed by ignoring measurements that exceed a custom range, and truth data are permitted to sample at a fixed frequency.
Consequently, we can set path sampling frequency as 0.2 s, that is, per timestep = 0.2 s; besides, other model and algorithm parameters are coincidence with those of simulation. Figure 8 shows the landmarks' mean position estimate error variation versus time. In the first 70 s, with mobile sensors probing the surroundings, landmarks are gradually observed and more and more usable measurements are generated, so position estimate errors of two methods are decreased continuously. After 70 s, we can see that two curves tend to keep stable for a long time, each of which converges to a certain value. That is, at this moment all landmarks should be seen and located and the steady convergence error value reflects the positioning accuracy, which is about 0.2 m for our algorithm, but 0.7 m or so for comparison method. It is clear that our method outperforms that one in positioning accuracy although they exhibit little difference on convergent speed. This is attributed to the fact that, our method can flexibly approximate different probability distributions using nonparametric technique, which is better to solve nonlinear problems in modeling and measuring process. In contrast, in order to transform nonlinear problems into linear ones, EKF neglects higher-order terms of Taylor series expansion except its first-order term in general, which introduces comparatively large errors and somewhat more seriously, results in filter divergence.
When realizing landmarks' positioning, we draw 500 samples from the probability distribution of every landmark state, respectively, to visualize state estimation results in Figure 9 , which also displays every landmark real position marked with the blue asterisk and estimated mean positions obtained in both methods. The sampling points generated by our algorithm can cover the landmarks real positions better. That is, our estimated mean position is closer to, and even coincides with its truth value, like landmark 5, 10, and 11. By comparison, there are relatively larger deviations between mean positions estimated by decentralized Distributions of all incoming messages Output:
Draw S samples fX t i, s g S s = 1 from prediction message m fX i !Xi (X t i ) 2
Weight each of S samples by w s = Q
Normalize weights such that P S s = 1 w s = 1 4
Calculate meanm X t i and covarianceS X t i of outgoing distribution by weighted samples Compute prediction message m fX i !Xi (X t i ) and m fL k !Lk (L t k ) by (15) and (20), respectively 3
Broadcast prediction distributions as initial messages of iteration process by (36)-(38) 4
for iteration r = 1 : R do 5
Compute factor-to-variable messages m r gik!Lk (L t k ), m r gik!Xi (X t i ), and m r h ij !X i (X t i ) by (39)-(41), respectively, based on relative measurements 6
Compute variable-to-factor messages m r Lk!gik (L t k ), m r Xi!gik (X t i ), and m r Xi!hij (X t i ) by (42)-(44), respectively 7 End 8
Update beliefs b(X t i ) and b(L t k ) by (45) and (46), respectively 9 End Figure 10 . Position estimate error of every robot versus time.
EKF-SLAM method and their respective truth values. Like landmark 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, and 14, their true positions even fall out of scope covered by samples generated from comparison method. In the context that initial states of all robots are known, every robot's position estimate error variation versus time is acquired in Figure 10 . Every robot's mean position estimate error obtained by our algorithm is about 0.2 m, but for the other method, this kind of error is pretty large. Moreover, error variation curves pertaining to contrastive method have rather bigger fluctuation; in other words, decentralized EKF-SLAM method has worse positioning stability. We also take note of the case that in the curves from our algorithm, relatively greater position error appears at certain times, for example, in the period from 200 to 400 s for robot 2. Actually, it is inevitable that the connection among nodes in some local networks can be sparse because of robots' free movement, which results in the decrease in available observations and thus influences positioning accuracy. However, making full use of landmarks located as reference to correct accumulated error brought by odometer (according to Figure 8 , note that the task, locating all landmarks, was accomplished at about 70 s), our algorithm still keep positioning accuracy superior to the other one in such case.
Beside the inherent limitation of EKF mentioned before, the fact that the centralized-equivalent estimates may be delayed as robots wait for required information to arrive over the sparse network is also a cause of underperformance of decentralized EKF-SLAM method. So, backed by last known odometry and other available information in the knowledge set, temporary estimates are produced as the current state estimate until communication is reestablished and centralized-equivalent estimates are recovered, which could have temporary estimates diverge from the real robot pose. At the same time, in order to prevent from the problems of inadequate memory space and cyclical state renewal, applying Markov property is helpful to remove historical data that are no longer needed in knowledge sets, which leads into a range of issues needed to confirm accordingly, for instance, how to find the right checkpoint in time to apply Markov property. However, from message passing point of view, what is propagated between nodes in our algorithm is, at bottom, only estimated state of the involved variable node, which easily avoids to take data delay and circulated update problems into account.
Conclusion
In this article, we propose a hybrid dynamic BP algorithm to solve SLAM problem of mobile robot networks in the unknown environment represented by discriminable landmarks whose positions are unknown.
It is crucial to recursively estimate the positions of landmarks and all robot poses using odometry data and observation information. Based on the independence among moving robots, Markov property of motion model and Bayesian theory, we factorize the joint posterior probability distribution of all landmark and robot variables and model a factor graph to make probabilistic inference, wherein local information processing and exchanging can make sure that our algorithm is implemented in a distributed manner. Furthermore, we detail message calculation and passing, and apply hybrid dynamic BP to determine the belief state of every variable. Necessarily, we carry out simulations and comparison experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy. In the future, we will study the more complicated SLAM problem under the case that the detected environment is completely unknown, which means that landmarks are indistinguishable.
